INTRODUCTION

Reciprocity lies at the heart of human social life. Apes do not exchange food (although they may permit “tolerated theft” by the young), while humans put commensality at the center of social activities. Much recent theory and research has been dedicated to the origin of human cooperation – a puzzling phenomenon from an evolutionary point of view (see, for example, Boyd and Richerson, 2005; Enfield and Levinson, 2006; Tomasello, 2009). The general consensus is that cooperation and reciprocal exchange could only have evolved in the context of group selection (or extended kin selection) if the group was a culture bearing unit – that is, was able through social learning to transmit behaviors that were of selective advantage to individual members of the group. Early in the course of human prehistory, over a million years ago when the first cultural traditions of tool manufacture are manifest and thus when we first took the cultural turn as our special mode of adaptation, the predisposition to sharing and reciprocity would have had to have been in place. If this is correct, reciprocity lies deep in our mental makeup, and one would expect to find many manifestations of it in human psychology and behavioral predisposition.

A straightforward prediction is that concepts of reciprocity should be reflected universally in human cognition and language. There ought to be a universal core concept, and its expression in language should be pervasive. But, given that the whole point of culture is to provide a novel means of fast adaptation to different ecological niches, the cultural manifestation of these underlying concepts could be rather diverse (Evans and Levinson, 2009). This paper attempts to test the extent to which the grammaticalized encoding of reciprocity is universal cross-culturally, and to what extent it is malleable.

Linguists have long known that concepts of reciprocity are expressed in various ways through the structure of language: from lexicon (“feast,” “exchange”), to special morphology in some languages, to full-blown grammatical constructions (e.g., “gave to each other,” “shook one another’s hands”). Indeed, many languages have grammatical constructions evolved specially for the purpose of expressing reciprocal actions and reciprocal states (e.g., “loved one another”). By reciprocal construction we mean here a grammatical frame or template that has the expression of reciprocity as at least part of its central functions. In the case of reciprocity, many languages have constructions based on the nominal model, like English each other. Other languages, however, encode the same or a similar concept by means of a verbal affix. Most languages have more than one construction for expressing reciprocity.

The question we ask here is to what extent the meanings underlying such constructions are actually similar. We focus on grammatical constructions rather than lexical resources for a number of reasons. First, there has been considerable qualitative linguistic research on the meaning of reciprocal constructions, mostly in the familiar European languages. Logicians and semanticists have noted, for example, that although English each other looks just like a complex noun, in fact it operates as a complicated quantifier: “John and Mary hit each other” in the canonical case means roughly x hit y, where John and Mary are permuted through the variable slots (John and Mary take turns as both subject and object). But they have puzzled over how “they sat next to each other in a row” can possibly satisfy the approximate meaning above (for all x and y, x sat next to y and y sat next to x). This prior qualitative work provides some semantic parameters underlying reciprocal semantics that we can use to investigate cross-linguistic semantics in a more systematic way. Second, although languages also
express reciprocity in lexical categories, the precise event-types that get lexical encoding can be quite diverse, thus making it more difficult to design an adequate test of cross-cultural semantic categories. Focusing on grammatical constructions, bypasses this problem.

In English the main reciprocal encoding strategy is the “each other” construction. This construction in fact can be used felicitously with a wide range of situations, as long noted by linguists (Langendoen, 1978; Dalrymple et al., 1994). For example, “The congregation all shook hands with each other” could mean that each and every pair of persons exchanged handshakes (“strong” reading), but it could mean that there was a general scrunm in which all individuals shook many hands but not exhaustively (“meelee” reading, or even just that those near to each other shook hands). Even more surprisingly, the actions need not necessarily be reciprocated: Many will find “The woman and the burglar chased each other down the street” acceptable even if only the woman is doing the chasing, and only the burglar the fleeing (“asymmetrical reading”). Notice that “They gave each other books” suggests, but does not require, simultaneity — perhaps they each got a book on their respective birthdays. In addition, we can say “the boxes were stacked on top of each other,” an asymmetrical chaining of states rather than actions.

To what extent are all these patterns of meaning extension shared across languages? Is there a core meaning shared by all languages, with variable extension to weaker conditions? Or is there only family resemblance between cultural notions of reciprocity, so that the meanings of the constructions overlap in a chain or mosaic, so two languages at opposite extremes share no common core?

No investigation has hitherto been conducted on a sufficient sample of languages to ascertain which of these alternatives is the case. Earlier work on a few contrastive languages has come to rather opposite conclusions. Dalrymple et al. (1994) examined two unrelated languages, English and Chichewa (a Bantu language), for similarities in meanings of grammaticalized reciprocal constructions. Their investigation led them to conclude that reciprocals share a universal core meaning of “strong” reciprocity (all participants act on all other participants) with systematic relaxations of this core meaning permissible in specific sentential contexts. In a different tradition, Wierzbicka (2009) reviewed reciprocal constructions in English, Polish, Russian, and Japanese and concluded that there are four distinct (although related) prototypes for reciprocity, with details differing subtly from language to language. According to her account these meanings shade from reciprocity to mutuality to joint and collective action, prompting her to ask how realistic it is to choose one of these points as “the” focal definition of reciprocal meaning cross-linguistically.

This work and many other in-depth cross-linguistic studies (see, for example, Nedjalkov, 2007; König and Gast, 2008) make the point, first, that the domain resists a simple logical understanding of reciprocity, and secondly that despite the fact that there is a recognizable family resemblance between the concepts encoded grammatically in languages, it is not easy to describe the similarities and differences. The cross-linguistic comparison of reciprocal meanings, then, runs up against the more general problem faced by any systematic comparison across languages: how can one compare the different conceptual packages evolved by different languages in such a way that we are able to make realistic and helpful cross-linguistic comparisons while avoiding artificial “essentializing” definitions (cf. Croft, 2001; Goldberg, 2006; Evans and Levinson, 2009).

These are familiar problems facing any cross-cultural study of concepts. Recently there has been a new method developed which offers a solution (Levinson et al., 2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006; Majid et al., 2007, 2008). An extensional set of stimuli is designed to sample the denotational space of a semantic domain in a structured way that is cross-linguistically comparable. The strategy is not dissimilar to the celebrated study of color terms by Berlin and Kay (1969), which used a systematic set of color chips to collect speaker descriptions, allowing precise calibration of similarities and differences in color terminology across languages. An advantage of this approach is that it makes minimal presuppositions about the categories in each language, thus allowing precise quantification of the degrees of similarity and differences in categories across languages.

In this paper, we apply this method to a diverse sample of languages to try to answer the question: To what extent are the meanings of reciprocal constructions across languages based on a single, universal core? Given the special role of reciprocity in human evolution discussed above, we would expect a common semantic core cross-linguistically. But, it could be that reciprocity encoded in grammar is a matter of renewed cultural convention in each ecological setting, in which case one might predict considerable differences cross-linguistically.

To test these hypotheses we developed a set of movie stimuli, each representing a different kind of reciprocal situation with differing degrees of interaction between participants, asymmetrical as well as symmetrical exchange, simultaneous vs. delayed exchange, etc. Free elicitation data was then collected from speakers of 20 different languages, and the resulting data analyzed with multivariate statistical techniques. In the next sections we describe these methods in turn.

Materials and Methods

The Stimulus Set

The goal of the current study was to compare the extensional range of reciprocal constructions from different languages. In order to provide a basis for comparison a set of videoclips were constructed that depicted a range of reciprocal events (Evans et al., 2004; these videos can be downloaded from http://fieldmanuals.mpi.nl/volumes/2004/reciprocals/). The basis of the stimulus design was previous work by formal semanticists on the nature of reciprocal semantics (e.g., Dalrymple et al., 1998, after Langendoen, 1978).

We began with the “canonical reciprocal event” (as in Nedjalkov, 2007), such as “John and Mary hugged each other”: There are just two participants (John and Mary), the subevents are simultaneous (John embraces Mary at the same time as Mary embraces John), and symmetrical (what John does to Mary, Mary does to John). Additional parameters were then varied in order to determine how far reciprocal constructions extend out to various conditions which relax the features of the canonical reciprocal situation. The crucial parameters are the number of participants, configuration, symmetry, temporal organization, and event-type (see Table 1: Figure 1). Note that Dalrymple et al. (1994) claim that languages have the same reciprocal semantics over these parameters, so their inclusion in our stimulus set is highly pertinent. Let us take each of these parameters in turn.

The first parameter was the number of participants, which varied between two and eleven. The second parameter configuration comes into operation once multiple participants are involved, since then the possible permutations of who acts on whom can also vary. Where all participants act on each other symmetrically the
Table 1 | Parameters varied in reciprocal videoclips.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>Temporal Organization</th>
<th>Event-type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Symmetrical</td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td>Bump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Pair</td>
<td>Asymmetrical</td>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Chase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Chain</td>
<td></td>
<td>Both (inapplicable)</td>
<td>Delouise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Follow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Melee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Give</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleven</td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “inapplicable” category under configuration and temporal organization refers to dual asymmetrical events, i.e., where A only acts on B.

The final parameter is action or event-type. Since we are interested in the range of events a construction can be applied to, it is important to establish whether constraints in applicability are due to the actions being depicted, the lexical verbs involved or even to properties of morpho-syntax (e.g., argument structure constraints or alternatively form-based constraints).

Not all combinations of all these semantic parameters could be shown to participants, since this would have meant a total of over 4000 videoclips. A representative selection of the semantic space was constructed such that each of the above parameters was depicted. Additional videoclips that depicted non-reciprocal scenarios were also included in order to establish the borders of reciprocal constructions. These all featured two participants, where only one acted on the other – e.g., one person talking with the other listening (clip#1), one person hitting another with no response (clip#17), or one person giving another a watch (clip#26). In order not to exceed our participants’ patience and attention, we limited the final stimulus set to 64 videoclips.

THE LANGUAGE SAMPLE

Data from 20 languages was collected using the reciprocals videoclip stimuli. Researchers elicited descriptions of the clips, and in some cases acceptability judgments in addition. (Detailed descriptions of the constructions used in most of the languages can be found in a forthcoming volume, Evans et al., 2011). The number of speakers per language for whom data was elicited varied from one to nine, with the average being three.

The languages are typologically, genetically, and geographically diverse, include languages from every continent; and sample 15 maximal clades or language families (note that Papuan is not a language family, merely meaning “Language spoken in Melanesia that is not Austronesian”). There is, however, an over-representation of Australian, Papuan and South-East Asian languages, partly reflecting the availability of data-gathering opportunities for project members, but also to compensate for the converse areal bias toward Eurasia and Africa in previous work (such as Nedjalkov, 2007). The data were collected by language specialists in each field site as indicated in Figure 2. Data sessions were conducted in the native language of the speaker, or in a suitable contact language, as appropriate.

PROCEDURE

The 64 videoclips were shown to consultants in a fixed random order. The consultant viewed each clip and described what they had seen. If the consultant merely described all the subevents, the researcher probed for a compact description of the whole event. Descriptions were audio- or video-recorded for later transcription and coding (see below).

The following analyses are based on the first spontaneously produced reciprocal construction. Intuitive judgments of grammaticality and acceptability have been repeatedly shown to be unreliable guides to linguistic analysis (Schütze, 1996; Tremblay, 2005; Dąbrowska, 2010) but this is especially true in semantics. In an elegant series of studies, Labov (1978) demonstrated that spontaneous descriptions of stimuli (line drawings of objects such as cups and bowls) showed a perfect series of implicational hierarchies, such that if an object could be described as a cup, then all objects lower in the
all constructions were “dedicated” reciprocal constructions. For example, in Jahai the main construction employed by speakers to describe videoclips was a distributive construction; in Hup an “interactional” construction predominated, etc. A criterion for inclusion in this study was that the construction was used to describe a canonical reciprocal event – i.e., an event in which two participants acted on each other simultaneously and symmetrically. If the construction was used for any such event, then it was included in the following analyses – regardless of what its core function may be. The number of constructions included for each language varied from 0 (for Kilivila) to 7 (for English), with an average of 3 constructions per language.

For each videoclip we coded whether each spontaneously produced construction was applied. For example, if English speaker #1 used the each other construction to describe clip #11 which shows a man and a woman both simultaneously talking to one another, then a 1 was coded for the each other construction, if this construction was not used then a 0 was coded. The end result is a single matrix with language-specific constructions as columns and videoclips as rows. This basic data can be manipulated in various ways to address different questions.

**RESULTS**

**THE CONSTRUCTIONS**

Individual researchers, experts on the languages they study, were responsible for coding their own language data (see Figure 2). Constructions were identified on language internal grounds. Not...
OVERALL SIMILARITY OF LANGUAGES IN CLASSIFYING RECIPROCAL EVENTS

The question we ask to begin with is how similar are languages to one another in their overall strategy for encoding reciprocal events? We can address this question by comparing the overall pattern of classification presented by each language through the factor-analytic methods described by Romney et al. (1986; see also Majid et al., 2008). The underlying assumption in this analysis is that if speakers of two languages share a common representation of what a reciprocal event is, then they will agree on which events should be encoded with a reciprocal construction, and conversely which should not. The encoding may not be identical since there may be differences in the construal of the clips, or a speaker may just not have chosen to encode that clip with a reciprocal construction on this occasion even though that clip could receive reciprocal encoding, or for some other reason. In a statistical analysis we can capture whether there is a common pattern of categorization regardless of this variation and – perhaps more importantly – still be able to distinguish genuine cases of difference.

We begin with the basic matrix described above, crossing language-specific construction with videoclip. This was used to create a new language-by-language matrix which indicates how similar languages are to one another as measured in terms of the extensions of their reciprocal constructions. The new matrix was constructed by establishing the number of times two languages agreed that a particular event could be coded by a reciprocal construction. This count was divided by the total number of videoclips in the stimulus set to get the proportion of matches, and then corrected for chance agreement (see Romney et al., 1986 for formulae). The resulting matrix was factor analyzed using principal components analysis. If there is a universal semantics of reciprocity then languages will correlate positively with each other and factor scores on the first factor will be positive. Moreover, the first factor eigenvalue will be considerably higher than the second factor score, and a substantial amount of the variance will be explained. If, however, languages differ in reciprocal semantics then they will correlate negatively with other languages and load negatively on the first factor. Furthermore, the amount of variance explained would be predicted to be negligible.

In fact, there was considerable agreement across languages, as reflected in eigenvalue scores and variance explained. The eigenvalue of the first factor was 13.41, nine-times higher than the second factor (1.48), and accounted for nearly three-quarters of the variance (74.52%). Figure 3 shows how languages load on the first two factors. The x axis depicts “consensus” – languages that load positively on this factor agree with one another on which clips are to be encoded by a reciprocal construction. From the plot it is clear that although there is substantial agreement in the extensional pattern of reciprocal constructions, some languages do not share this strategy for encoding reciprocal events. Kilivila is the most different from the other languages, and loads the most negatively on the first factor. This is trivially the case, since Kilivila does not have any reciprocal constructions, and therefore Kilivila speakers never encoded any of the clips with a reciprocal construction. Agreement with other languages is necessarily low.

Less obviously, however, Indo-Pakistani Sign Language also correlates very little with other languages in how reciprocal events are encoded. Mah Meri and Mundari also load negatively on the first factor, indicating that the reciprocal constructions of these languages are also different in some way from the other languages. Note that Mah Meri depicts a very different pattern to Jahai, even though these languages are closely related. We return below to some of the reasons for the outlier status of these languages.

Another way of analyzing the same data is to use cluster analysis (see Figure 4), a technique that groups together items based on the amount of agreement. Each terminal node in the figure represents a language and nodes are grouped together based on similarity, which is directly reflected in the length of the lines before clusters join – short lines indicate more similarity, long lines less similarity. We find two main clusters – the first subsuming most of the languages in the sample, the second grouping Kilivila and Indo-Pakistani Sign Language. The first large cluster can be considered an “agreement” cluster – these languages all roughly agree about which clips should be encoded with a reciprocal construction.

The big agreement cluster breaks into four subclusters. Lao, Hup, Mawng, Kuuk Thaayorre, and Kayardild, all strongly agree with one another, as does the following group starting with Savosavo and running through Rotokas. English is more different again from these two groups. Olutec, Tsafiki, Mah Meri, and Mundari are more different again, but still share similarities to the other languages mentioned so far, as represented by the fact that they join with the other languages into one major cluster. The major difference is between Kilivila and Indo-Pakistani Sign Language and the other languages.

Both the factor analysis and the cluster analysis indicate that Kilivila and Indo-Pakistani Sign Language are outliers. In the case of Kilivila, the reason is self-evident, since it is a language with no dedicated reciprocal, but the outlier status of the one sign language in the sample is a novel finding. Indo-Pakistani Sign has one construction that appears in response to canonical reciprocal
The grammar of exchange in two languages can be very similar to one another, even though the first language has only one dedicated construction while the second has two, three, or more. However, even languages with multiple reciprocal encoding strategies often have a clearly identifiable main strategy with the remainder of the constructions playing a rather minor role. Therefore, we now concentrate on the main reciprocal encoding strategies in order to determine whether constructions share extensional range across languages. To do this, a matrix consisting of the main strategy from each language (19 columns) and the video clip stimuli (64 rows) was constructed. From this basic matrix, there are at least two ways to examine how similar constructions are to one another.

The first is to determine whether constructions group and distinguish the reciprocal videos in the same way. Videos are “grouped together” when the same construction is applied to them; they are distinguished when a specific construction is applied to one but not the other. Using multidimensional scaling, we can capture the degree to which languages categorize the videos as semantically similar by plotting them in $n$-dimensional space – just as we plotted languages earlier. In such an analysis, clips that are often grouped together across language constructions will be plotted close together in space, clips that are not grouped together will be plotted further away. The extensional range of a specific construction can be indicated by use of Venn diagrams.

A second way to compare the similarity of the constructions to one another is to plot the constructions themselves, rather than the videos. The logic is similar to that of the analysis of the videos. To the extent that constructions are used over the stimulus space in similar ways, they are similar to one another and will be plotted close together in space.

In the above analyses, two languages can be very similar to one another, even though the first language has only one dedicated construction while the second has two, three, or more. However, even languages with multiple reciprocal encoding strategies often have a clearly identifiable main strategy with the remainder of the constructions playing a rather minor role. Therefore, we now concentrate on the main reciprocal encoding strategies in order to determine whether constructions share extensional range across languages. To do this, a matrix consisting of the main strategy from each language (19 columns) and the video clip stimuli (64 rows) was constructed. From this basic matrix, there are at least two ways to examine how similar constructions are to one another.

The first is to determine whether constructions group and distinguish the reciprocal video clips in the same way. Video clips are “grouped together” when the same construction is applied to them; they are distinguished when a specific construction is applied to one but not the other. Using multidimensional scaling, we can capture the degree to which languages categorize the video clips as semantically similar by plotting them in $n$-dimensional space – just as we plotted languages earlier. In such an analysis, clips that are often grouped together across language constructions will be plotted close together in space, clips that are not grouped together will be plotted further away. The extensional range of a specific construction can be indicated by use of Venn diagrams.

A second way to compare the similarity of the constructions to one another is to plot the constructions themselves, rather than the videos. The logic is similar to that of the analysis of the video clips. To the extent that constructions are used over the stimulus space in similar ways, they are similar to one another and will be plotted close together in space.

For example, many languages have a bare reciprocal construction (as in “they kissed”) but it is used for only a few of the reciprocal video clips. When all constructions are included in the analyses, these constructions are clearly distinguished from the main reciprocal coding strategies which we concentrate on here. Therefore, the restriction of this analysis is due to two factors. Events where symmetry cannot be shown by parallel handshapes require a different construction altogether, a classifier-construction. This means that clips featuring chasing, following, being next-to, etc. received distinct coding. Furthermore, events that are asymmetric – including chaining events – do not get encoded with a reciprocal construction. Again, a separate construction is required, and this construction was not used with canonical reciprocal events that feature complete saturation. Thus Kilivila and Indo-Pakistani Sign share the property of treating all or most of the clips as “non-reciprocal” events.

Mundari and Mah Meri also do not apply reciprocal constructions as widely as the other languages. In Mundari, the reciprocal infix strategy was used for strict and melee situations, but not for chaining situations. The only case where it was applied to a chaining event was when the subevents occurred simultaneously. A different construction was used for chaining events, combining the reciprocal infixation with a serialized verb whose base meaning is “take.” This construction was not included in these analyses, since it was never applied to a canonical reciprocal event. For Mah Meri, clips depicting symmetrical physical states, e.g., “be.next.to,” “lean,” were impossible to describe with the reciprocal construction because intransitive and stative verbs cannot enter into reciprocal constructions. Events with non-volitional or unintentional contact, e.g., “bump” likewise cannot be encoded with a reciprocal construction. Moreover, Mah Meri has a strict requirement for exact sameness of action for the reciprocal construction to apply. Verbs have detailed semantics, and often there is no hypernem, so if two events within a clip varied in the particulars of the subevents, a concise description was not possible.

**EXTENSIONAL RANGE OF RECIPROCAL CONSTRUCTIONS**

So far the analyses indicate that there is considerable agreement between languages in which events should receive reciprocal encoding, but what is the basis of this similarity? In the above analyses, two languages can be very similar to one another, even though the first language has only one dedicated construction while the second has two, three, or more. However, even languages with multiple reciprocal encoding strategies often have a clearly identifiable main strategy with the remainder of the constructions playing a rather minor role. Therefore, we now concentrate on the main reciprocal encoding strategies in order to determine whether constructions share extensional range across languages. To do this, a matrix consisting of the main strategy from each language (19 columns) and the video clip stimuli (64 rows) was constructed. From this basic matrix, there are at least two ways to examine how similar constructions are to one another.

The first is to determine whether constructions group and distinguish the reciprocal video clips in the same way. Video clips are “grouped together” when the same construction is applied to them; they are distinguished when a specific construction is applied to one but not the other. Using multidimensional scaling, we can capture the degree to which languages categorize the video clips as semantically similar by plotting them in $n$-dimensional space – just as we plotted languages earlier. In such an analysis, clips that are often grouped together across language constructions will be plotted close together in space, clips that are not grouped together will be plotted further away. The extensional range of a specific construction can be indicated by use of Venn diagrams.

A second way to compare the similarity of the constructions to one another is to plot the constructions themselves, rather than the video clips. The logic is similar to that of the analysis of the video clips. To the extent that constructions are used over the stimulus space in similar ways, they are similar to one another and will be plotted close together in space.

For example, many languages have a bare reciprocal construction (as in “they kissed”) but it is used for only a few of the reciprocal video clips. When all constructions are included in the analyses, these constructions are clearly distinguished from the main reciprocal coding strategies which we concentrate on here.
**Semantic space of reciprocal events**

To uncover how videoclips were categorized across the constructions of different languages, we conducted a multidimensional scaling analysis with a binary Euclidean distance in SPSS with the ALSCAL algorithm. The stress of the resulting model was quite high at 0.20 (scores under 0.15 are generally considered acceptable), but the RSQ was suitably high at 0.85 to be considered an adequate model of the data (anything over 0.6 is considered acceptable on this measure). Figure 5 displays the semantic space of the video clips. The numbers refer to specific videoclips; for convenience, configuration types for some of the clips are illustrated within the figure. Full descriptions of all the clips can be found in Table A1 in the Appendix. The videoclips form a dense cluster on the right-hand side, with a smaller number pulled apart on the left. The stimuli on the left are the clips most likely to be excluded from the range of the reciprocal constructions we consider here. These include two-participant asymmetrical events and asymmetric radial events. Most languages clearly distinguished these events from the others.

Dimension 1 is on the x axis and Dimension 2 on the y axis. The configuration type on the right-hand side is the strong reciprocal relation. Moving clock-wise, the next configuration type is melee, followed by asymmetric radial events on the bottom left-hand side, then asymmetric events, followed by chaining events at the top. The subscripts “t₁, t₂” etc. on the configuration icons indicate that the events happened sequentially.

Overall this analysis shows that across languages there is relatively little differentiation of the various reciprocal parameters built into our stimulus set. If the main reciprocal strategies of languages differed substantially in the kinds of action or “event-types” they included in their scope then there would be much more differentiation between the clips in this plot. The relatively dense clustering of events on the right-hand side of the plot below shows that this is not the case. Note though that saturated (strong) events are among those furthest to the right, and that non-reciprocal asymmetric events are furthest to the left. Dimension 1, thus, distinguishes strong reciprocal events from asymmetric events. Chaining and melee events are separated widely on Dimension 2, with strong events falling centrally. Thus there is structure inside this dense cluster, with canonical symmetric exchanges central, and departures of one kind or another more peripheral. To better understand what parameters underlie Dimensions 1 and 2, we correlated the loadings of the videoclips on these dimensions with the parameters identified in Table 1. The results are plotted in Table 2. For Dimension 1, all parameters but number of participants correlated with videoclip loading. For Dimension 2 only symmetry correlated positively, with symmetrical events appearing lower in the plot than asymmetrical ones.

So which events do the different constructions encompass in their range? We can illustrate holding this same plot constant as a general map of the place of the clips in semantic space, and meanwhile superimpose the extensions of each language-specific
Figures 6–8 depict some typical extensional ranges for specific constructions in particular languages that we find in our sample. The Venn diagrams indicate which videoclips a particular language construction was applied to. The broadest extensional range was exhibited by the Lao kan3 construction and the Hup interactional (Figure 6), which were permissive in their range. These constructions are used to convey that the individuals are doing an activity together, thus including asymmetrical events such as A delousing B (#51) within their scope. Note how they nevertheless differ in whether they exclude partially symmetric chains (Hup) or radial asymmetrical exchanges (Lao).

Most of the languages did not have constructions with anything like this broadness of application. The majority of constructions analyzed here excluded asymmetrical two-participant events, but included the majority of the remaining clips, as exemplified by Jahai, Khoekhoe, English, and Savosavo in Figure 7. Notice for example that all these languages regularly include chaining and non-saturated scenes, but get picky when just two or three participants are involved in asymmetric events. The plots (setting aside Jahai for a moment) suggest why the formal semantics approach has failed to nail down reciprocal meanings – there appears to be an impressionistic filter, of the kind that legitimates general collective involvement in an exchange of actions. Jahai is the most permissive, but excludes a static saturated state (four sticks leaning against each other) presumably because of the specific properties of its distributive construction, as used for this domain.

There were, however, a few languages that had a much more restricted range. We have already noted Indo-Pakistani Sign Language is, by language, an outlier, on the grounds of a parsimonious use of its reciprocal construction. Figure 8 (bottom) shows a plot of this construction. As one can see, not only are all chaining events excluded, so are static scenes. Nevertheless the construction is not restricted to the “canonical” saturated type (some asymmetric melee scenes are included). The Mah Meri double distributive construction also had a very restrictive application (Figure 8 top), but showed the complementary pattern to the Indo-Pakistani Sign construction, in that it was much more likely to be used for chaining events (Figure 8).

What these plots nicely illustrate is just how differently these language-specific constructions map onto extensional space. Although all of them are grounded in the cluster to the right of the plot, that

---

3The auxiliary construction was applied to clips#19 and 57, which are described as chaining events. The prototypical chaining event has an action moving sequentially along a set of participants – e.g., A hits B, then B hits C, C then hits D, etc. However, both clips #19 and 57 can also be construed as pairwise reciprocals – e.g., for clip #57 A and B, C and D, and E and F hit each other at t1, and then B and C, and D and E hit each other at t2.
is partly because they had to include saturated “strong” reciprocity to qualify. Beyond that, they extend to the left or up and down to engulf quite differing regions of clip space.

**Semantic similarity of constructions**

Another way to see the similarity of the constructions to one another is to plot constructions, rather than clips. We ask here: to what extent are each of the reciprocal constructions used in all of the languages similar or dissimilar to one another? Constructions from unrelated languages will be grouped together to the extent that they partition the clip space in similar ways; to the extent that they partition the space in different ways, they will lie far apart from each other. Using multidimensional scaling once again, but taking constructions as our unit of analysis, we can get an overview of the similarity of construction types. The same procedure described above was applied. The stress of the model was 0.15, the RSQ was 0.91. **Figure 9** shows a plot of the main reciprocal encoding strategies. Going from right to left, constructions become progressively more restricted in how many clips they are applied to: Lao and Hup are most inclusive; Mah Meri and Indo-Pakistani Sign Language most restrictive (see **Figures 6–8** to see extensional spaces). Notice, too, that many of the constructions
cluster at the more inclusive end of extensional space: in effect, less than a third of languages are highly selective in their application of reciprocals.

We have already noted that dedicated reciprocal constructions themselves are not all of the same kind. We can see from Figure 9 that there are broad morpho-syntactic types that can be distinguished.

According to Dalrymple et al. (1994) the meaning of reciprocal constructions should be independent of the particular construction types that express it. Thus there should be no difference in the semantic ranges or reciprocals that happen to be expressed by verb-coding as opposed to nominal-coding. The contrary prediction will seem more natural to many linguists, especially where a single language deploys more than one construction, and one expects contrastive interpretations (Wierzbicka, 2009). That is, verb-coding reciprocals might be predicted to be more similar to other verb-coding reciprocals, while nominal-coding reciprocals might in turn be more similar to other nominal-coding ones. We tested whether reciprocal constructions with the same sort of marking were more similar to each other in their semantic ranges than those with different marking. To do this, we evaluated the distances between constructions in the similarity space in Figure 9 by comparing...
in the previous sections they incorrectly predict uniform semantic categories of cross-linguistic extensional space for their reciprocal constructions (see Figures 6–8). Even when they extend constructions used elsewhere to areas of this semantic space, they do so in a systematic way, so that extensionally the patterns are similar (but not identical) to those of dedicated reciprocal constructions. Most of the languages in our sample showed high agreement in the kinds of situations that reciprocal constructions could felicitously be applied to, as indicated by the strong agreement in the overall language comparisons.

On the other hand there are some fundamental differences between languages (Figures 2 and 4) and between the constructions (Figures 6–9) they use to cover the domain so that there are clearly no simple, strong universals in this domain, pace Dalrymple et al. (1998). Some languages have no reciprocals (Kilivila in our sample), some have up to five or six distinct constructions (English, Barupu, Tsafiki). The ranges of extension vary notably. Some languages seem to use a sloppy “general mutual involvement” criterion as in English or especially Lao, others like Mah Meri or Indo-Pakistani Sign Language have much more restrictive delimitation. Yet these last two differ: Indo-Pakistani Sign Language excludes chaining-type events from the scope of its reciprocal construction but happily includes melee-type events. Mah Meri, on the other hand, shows the opposite pattern — the reciprocal construction of this language is extended to chaining events but shows restricted applicability to melee-type events (see Figure 8).

An interesting question is whether the diversity in meaning or extensional range could partly be an outcome of the constructional coding in the different languages. Could the differences in semantic extension, for example, be predicted from the formal coding of the constructions (as verbal, nominal, or adverbial)? The answer appears to be no. We hypothesized that verb-coded reciprocal constructions might be more similar to each other than they were to argument-coded constructions, and vice versa. But our analyses show that this is not the case (see Figure 9, where, e.g., both a verbal construction in Indo-Pakistani Sign Language and an argument or nominal construction in Mah Meri are outliers to the left on Dimension 1, while other languages that use either an argument-based or verbal-based strategy are clustered together to the right). Sharing the constructional mode of reciprocal coding does not seem to make two reciprocal constructions semantically more similar to each other. Overall, then, this suggests that for each language, the child language learner not only has to learn the language-specific semantic extensions of the constructions in its language, but also, independently, how they are expressed formally. The child can apparently not use the syntax to bootstrap into the semantics, or vice versa.

**DISCUSSION**

The large-scale cross-linguistic comparison conducted in this study demonstrates that there is considerable semantic overlap in the notion of reciprocity across languages. The majority of languages compared show considerable agreement in exactly which types of scenarios should be considered to be of a “reciprocal” nature, and which not. This points to a common conceptual understanding across a myriad of cultural and ecological settings. However, this commonality is balanced by considerable cross-cultural variation. Moreover, some languages have not evolved any dedicated means to encode reciprocity in grammar. The single language in our sample that did not have a dedicated reciprocal construction is Kilivila. The result is all the more surprising since the Kilivila speakers of the Trobriand Islands are famed for their elaborate systems of symbolic exchange (Malinowski, 1922), eloquently making the point that the conceptualization of reciprocity is not dependent.
on grammatical encoding. Kilivila speakers have an elaborate terminol-
gy for all these forms of ritual exchange, not dissimilar to the terminology of stock exchange, but the fact remains that the
notion of reciprocity is not abstracted out and grammaticalized
in the language.

Even considering languages with a dedicated reciprocal construc-
tion, we found both broad and fine-scale differences in the cali-
bration of what exactly counts as a reciprocal event. Languages with
broad reciprocal constructions still vary in exactly which scenes
they take to be as acceptable members of the category. More intrigu-
ingly, perhaps, the data supports the view that there may indeed be
a core common situation of reciprocity with radial extension to the
other situation types we have isolated. The fact that Indo-Pakistani
Sign Language (and also Mundari) uses its reciprocal construc-
tion for melee-type events and not chaining ones while Mah Meri
shows the reverse pattern of extension suggests that these differ-
ent permutations are each natural extensions, open to linguistic
coding. This then suggests a rather subtle learning problem for
the child- or second-language learner: a range of possible, natu-
really related meanings, which the learner must select from, with-
out over-extension. The learning problem is compounded when
one considers that reciprocal constructions are going to be rarely
exemplified. The British National Corpus lists 103 occurrences of
each other per million words, ten times less frequent than all the
reflexives like himself, themselves (1,184 of all person/numbers).
Adding one another to each other moves this up a tad, to 130 words
per million, i.e., roughly 1 per 100,000 words – but still about two
orders of magnitude rarer than the regular pronoun it with 10,562
per million.

Traditional methods of linguistic analysis founder against sig-
nificant variation in the object of study – indeed they tend to ide-
alize away from it. For example, there is no easy way to take 10
or 20 speakers from a single language and show how their slight
differences in linguistic behavior follow from their slightly differ-
ent intensional categories. Now try the same for similar numbers
of speakers of 20 languages. That is the challenge, and the current
method, demonstrated in this paper, rises to (the extensional ver-
sion of) the challenge with ease. What the approach employed here
is precisely designed for, then, is producing a measurable, precise
picture of the patterning of cross-linguistic semantic variation.
It answers questions like: How far do languages actually differ in
the way they categorize events of type X? How important are the
various potentially relevant semantic parameters in cross-linguistic
categorization? Do all languages include both semantic parameter
X and parameter Y in their categorizations of this phenomenon?
Does the conceptual patterning of the domain track geography,
phylogenetic structure, typological makeup of the language, coding
mechanism, culture or what? Which languages differ most, and
which cluster together, in their categorizations?

It is important, though, to be clear about the limitations of this
approach. The method used here maps extensions (i.e., the situa-
tions a construction applies to) not intensions (i.e., a general for-
mulation of what the construction means). The extensional maps
give an approximate guide to the intensional terrain, for the simple
reason that intensional differences generally produce extensional
differences (where that is not the case, the child learner is in equal
deep water with the analyst). Thus with due caution extensions
provide a quantifiable proxy for the direct measurement of con-
ceptual differences.

The second great advantage of the multivariate-extensional
approach is that it allows the significant categories to emerge,
rather than defining them prior to the study. This is a major asset
as definitional problems in a domain like reciprocity can be intrac-
table: What counts as a reciprocal construction cross-linguistically?
Exactly what situations should it include, and what should it
exclude? This sort of problem bedevils just about any other kind
of typological comparison, with disagreement rife on which criteria
to adopt because of the relative arbitrariness of different criteria
in the absence of any fixed prototype which all languages can be
assumed to make reference to. Should a construction in language
X be excluded as a reciprocal because it allows some asymmetric
uses, or does not allow chaining, or takes in reflexive or sociative
or distributive meanings?

These definitional decisions prove difficult or even impossible
for linguists to reach consensus on. But for the approach taken
here, they can simply be bypassed: the statistics are able to mea-
ure the patterning of categorizations over languages and stimuli
directly, without requiring us to make a prior analytic decision
on what to include. In practice, of course, there are underlying
decisions in the choice of the stimuli, but these can be balanced
across different expectations, so letting the data decide. There
are also coding decisions to be made, but the problems here are
largely language internal. In addition, for purposes of presenta-
tion or analysis we may construct a category – as we did when
choosing constructions for analysis which denote at least one
“canonical reciprocal event.” But the data can be reanalyzed mak-
ing other decisions.

For these reasons, we believe that multivariate-extensional
methods have an important role in cross-linguistic comparison
of semantics. The data and analyses discussed in this article are a
proof of concept that such approaches can be applied to the seman-
tics of grammar as well as to the semantics of lexical categories, a
domain in which multivariate-extensional analysis has been more
extensively tested.
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## APPENDIX

Table A1 | Full description of videoclips.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Videoclip</th>
<th>Description of videoclip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>One person talking and one listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Four people in a straight line A hugs B – B does not respond; B hugs C – C does not respond; C hugs D – D does not respond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>One person hits and then the other person hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Three people – everyone gives the same book: A give B; B give C; A give C; B give A; C give A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Four people – everyone hits everyone else one after the other: A hit B and C and D; B hit A and C and D; C hit A and B and D; D hit A and B and C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Two pairs of people each pair – A delouses B and C delouses D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>Two women give each other a bear hug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Four people sitting on one bench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>A and B approach from off-screen and then stop once they reach each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A picks through B’s hair (A sitting behind B), then they reverse positions and B picks through A’s hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Two people talking at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Two people leaning against each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Six people sit in a line each person shakes hands with the person to their left and to their right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Three people – one person chases a second who is simultaneously chasing a third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Four people sitting on a bench two benches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>One person gets hugged by three other people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>One person hits – the other takes it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Two people sitting on a bench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Six people sit in a line each person gives to and receives from the person to their left and to their right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Three girls hug each other at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>A gives to B; C gives to D; B gives to C; D gives to B; A gives to D; C gives to A; B gives to A; C gives to A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>A bumps into B and then B bumps into A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>One person hugging; the other non-responsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>A walks along, oblivious to the fact that B is following her. Then A hides behind a tree and, after B passes it, A starts following B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>A repeatedly glances at B, who is looking away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>A takes off a watch and gives it to B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>A stealthily follows B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Six people sitting in a circle each with a different object; A passes X to B; Y to C; Z passes Z to D etc; ending with D giving W to A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Six people: three people in a line hug three other people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Three pairs of people each pair – A gives X to B and then B gives Y A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Two people look at a third person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>One person (A) gives three people books and those three people each give something back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Two people staring into each other’s eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Six people sitting in a line – A passes package to B, B to C; C to D etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Three sets of two books leaning against each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>A chases B, then B starts chasing A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Six people sitting in a line – A passes X to B, B passes Y to C; C passes Z to D etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Four people: everyone shakes hands: A shake B; A shake C; A shake D; B shake C; B shake D; C shake D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Two pairs of people A chases B and C chases D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Two people talking in turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>A takes off her glasses and gives it to B; B takes off her glasses and gives it to A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Three pairs of people each pair – A hits B and then B hits A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>A group of five people chasing each other around</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>A hits B, B hits C and then D, C hits B and D hits C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>A and B are facing each other, simultaneously picking through each others’ hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>A and B sitting next to each other. A looks across at B while B is looking away, then A looks at his/her lap while B looks at A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Two people hug an unresponsive third person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Four people sitting on a bench; A hits B – B does not respond; B hits C – C does not respond; C hits D – D does not respond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Three people shake hands with three other people – one on one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table A1 | Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Videoclip</th>
<th>Description of videoclip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Three people hitting each other at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>A picks through B's hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Two girls hug each other; one hugs another one; and then that girl hugs another one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Four sticks leaning against each other – teepee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Two people hit each other at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>A and B both moving and bump into each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Three people – one person standing, one on a seat, one on the floor each of them delousing the one in front of them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Six people sit in a line each person slaps and is slapped by the person to their left and to their right sequentially for any individual – not hitting two people at the same time, nor hitting and being hit at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Two people hugging in turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>A bumps into B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Three people look at someone walking by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Four people sitting on a bench and the central pair hug each other, and then turn and hug the other person sitting next to them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Two groups of people meet each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>A and B shake hands the normal way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>A chases B across the screen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Videos can be downloaded from http://fieldmanuals.mpi.nl/volumes/2004/reciprocals/